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Subject: Virtual mee ng minutes
From: Donald Bailey <D.G.Bailey@massey.ac.nz>
Date: 17/12/2014 6:21 p.m.
To: Callum Neil <callumtneil@gmail.com>, Murray Milner <murray.milner@xtra.co.nz>, "Harris,
Richard" <R.Harris@massey.ac.nz>, Ramesh Rayudu <Ramesh.Rayudu@vuw.ac.nz>, Aaron Reid
<a.reid@irl.cri.nz>, Bing Xue <Bing.Xue@ecs.vuw.ac.nz>, "Sen Gupta, Gourab"
<G.SenGupta@massey.ac.nz>, Terence Betlehem
<Terence.Betlehem@callaghaninnova on.govt.nz>, Pawel Dmochowski
<pawel.dmochowski@ecs.vuw.ac.nz>, Mengjie Zhang <mengjie.zhang@ecs.vuw.ac.nz>, Andrew
Dawson <Andrew.Dawson@callaghaninnova on.govt.nz>, Duncan Hall
<duncanhall1957@gmail.com>, Damla Guven <guvendaml@myvuw.ac.nz>, Henry Williams
<Henry.Williams@ecs.vuw.ac.nz>, Debraj Basu <d.basu@massey.ac.nz>, Mansoor Shafi
<Mansoor.Shafi@spark.co.nz>, 'Rainer Kunnemeyer' <rainer@waikato.ac.nz>,
winston.seah@ecs.vuw.ac.nz, Sudhir Singh <sudhir.singh@ieee.org>, Sarath Chandran
<sarathccnz@gmail.com>, David Balduzzi <david.balduzzi@vuw.ac.nz>
Thank you all for your participation in the virtual meeting. Here are the minutes,
outlining the results of the discussion:
1) Women in Engineering meeting in San Jose, April
Proposal: Grant of up to $1000 to each of Bing and/or Damla towards airfare, if their
applications for funding for registration/hotel is successful.
Counter‐proposal: A greater amount (up to $2000) be given to a single person to cover
full costs (regardless of other application funding success).
From some of the discussion, I am not sure if it was clear that both Bing and Damla have
applied for funding from the IEEE to cover registration / accommodation.
Summary of votes:
Proposal: Mansoor, Donald, Richard, Mengjie, Ramesh, Murray,
Duncan seemed to support both positions.
Counter‐proposal: Aaron, Pawel, Sudhir, Sarath, Terence
Everyone was in favour of making the most of this opportunity.
There was a slight majority of supporting two people, although at a lesser amount.
(In terms of a precedent, a couple of years ago, the committee decided to give a grant
of NZ$1000 to each of CZ and Rahul to attend the GOLD congress in India).

2) Mansoor attending R10 meeting in Dhaka
It was agreed that any residual expenses not covered by R10 be met by the section.

I hope that I have captured the sentiments from the discussion
Best regards
Donald

‐‐
24/02/2015 11:20 a.m.
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